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ABSTRACT
This article analyses, on the basis of the pathophysiological grounds of various syndromes treated
with deep brain stimulation, whether there is a collective explanation of the mode of action of the applied regional stimulations with high frequencies
(HFS). This proposed hypothesis assumes that HFS
selectively releases GABA. The selective GABA release can explain the efficacy and the side effects of
HFS in the various target regions according to the
maxim of the philosopher William of Ockham that
the simplest explanation is probably the correct
explanation.
Keywords: HFS, DBS, Parkinson’s disease, Essential
tremor, Huntington’s disease, Depression

1. INTRODUCTION
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) mostly reflects high frequency stimulation (HFS, > 100 Hz); low frequency
stimulation (LFS, < 30 Hz) is rarely linked to the term
DBS. Parkinsonian tremor was the first syndrome which
was beneficially treated with HFS (130 Hz) in the ventral intermediate thalamic nucleus, in the year 1987 [1].
Today, i.e. 22 years after this first application of HFS, its
mechanism of action is still unclear [2]. DBS is applied
in a multitude of clinical conditions, e.g. Parkinson’s
disease, Chorea Huntington, dystonia, depression, Gilles
de la Tourette syndrome, and obsessive compulsive disorder. For the treatment of each disorder a unique target
brain area needs to be stimulated. Therefore, many brain
target regions exist, e.g. the subthalamic nucleus (STN),
the globus pallidus medialis (GPmed), and the ventral
intermediate thalamic nucleus (VIM).
Hitherto, the following assumptions about the mode of
action of HFS and their contradictions are discussed:
HFS is thought to inactivate the stimulated structures
(see [3]). However, the decreased activity of thalamic
neurons upon GPmed-HFS [4] (evaluation in awake
monkeys) rather goes in the opposite direction. The axon

terminals from GABAergic GPmed neurons impinge on
glutamatergic thalamic neurons. Thus, their decreased
activity must be explained by a GABAA receptor- mediated inhibition due to increased GABA release. The axon
terminals of GPmed neurons release GABA upon activation, not upon inhibition, by HFS. Thus, HFS may activate the neurons of the stimulated structure GPmed.
HFS activates the stimulated structures [5]. This is at
variance with the increased activity of STN neurons in
Parkinson patients [6]. In addition, HFS has been reported to reduce the STN firing rate [7]. An even higher
activity due to HFS of subthalamic glutamatergic neurons seems counterproductive pathophysiologically: Even
more drive of the basal ganglia output nuclei leads to
even stronger retardation of thalamic neurons, being less
active in the hypokinetic parkinsonian state anyway (see
Figure 1). Thus, HFS may inactivate the neurons of the
stimulated structure STN to alleviate hypokinesia.

2. HFS: EXCITATION OR INHIBITION
OF NERVE TERMINALS OR AXONS?
Stimulation of a brain region is normally expected to result in excitatory symptoms (e.g. muscle twitchings,
flashes of light [8]). But, as Benabid et al. [2] have shown,
clinical benefits from HFS-DBS often resemble those of
earlier therapeutic lesions in the target brain areas. This
observation leads to the assumption that HFS —corresponding to a functional removal of active neurons or
their effects—may be similar to an inhibition of these
neurons. As such a great variety of brain target regions,
involved neurons and treated disorders exists, it seems
quite impossible to find a single common denominator
for a possible mode of action. Nevertheless, one may ask:
Are there any mechanistics hints to solve the question of
the HFS mechanism of action?
STN, GPmed and VIM are the most often targeted DBS
regions in advanced Parkinson’s disease [9]. Frequency
is the most important parameter accounting for the therapeutic effects: Only HFS is efficacious, not low frequency stimulation (LFS, ~20 Hz) [8]. Stimulation at
5-10 Hz even worsens Parkinsonism and no significant
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improvement is observed between 10 and 50 Hz [10,11].
In another brain region, the nucleus pedunculopontinus
(PPN), only LFS, not HFS, improves parkinsonian posture and gait disturbances (see 3.1). The inhibitory
GABAergic neurotransmission, including GABA neurons and receptors, seems to play a predominant role in
the mechanism of action of HFS [12]. Dostrovsky et al.
[8] have proved this involvement, as local injection of
the GABAA receptor agonist muscimol into DBS target
regions in animal models imitated the corresponding
HFS effect. Consequently, HFS would affect, directly or
indirectly, GABAergic terminals, resulting in a local
release of GABA. Interestingly, only axons, which represent the most excitable components of neurons [13],
react to the widths of electrical pulses used with HFS
(60-3000 µs, see [14,15]): Chronaxies of this magnitude
are typical for nerve fibers. Compared to that, chronaxies
of cell bodies and dendrites (and also of myelin-free
synaptosomes) are approximately 10-fold higher, i.e.
1-10 ms. Therefore, HFS pulses should mainly affect
nerve fibers in areas where HFS is applied, with the
subsequent induction of neurotransmitter release from
their terminals impinging on postsynaptic cells. Their
reaction would then represent the HFS effect. Local
axon collaterals around cell bodies in an HFS target region are of course also responding to HFS if this mechanism holds true. In that case, somatodendritic autoreceptors would respond to the transmitter released from
endings of axon collaterals. The speciality of the HFS
parameter constellation (120 to 180 Hz, 60 to 200 µs
pulse duration, current ≤ 1 mA) makes a unique mechanism of action, affecting axons only, at least probable.
This is exemplified by our following recent finding using
the method of superfusion and electrical depolarization
of brain tissue. In this study we investigated, whether it
is possible to evoke [3H]-GABA and [3H]-glutamate
release from rat and human neocortical synaptosomes,
i.e. isolated nerve endings, electrically. To this end, synaptosomes were pre-loaded with the triated neurotransmitters and then—after incubation to take up the transmitter to be investigated—superfused and stimulated. Two
different stimulation parameter constellations were applied: HFS (130 Hz, 1 mA, puls duration 0.1 ms, for 10
min) and 10 Hz, 10 mA, pulse duration 30 ms, for 1 min.
HFS did not evoke the release of [3H]-GABA (Figure 2)
or [3H]-glutamate (Figure 3) from rat neocortical synaptosomes. However, the alternative parameter constellation e.g. 10 Hz instead of 130 Hz, 10 mA instead of 1
mA, 30 ms instead of 0.1 ms pulse duration, application
for only 1 instead of 10 min, clearly induced the release
of both [3H]-glutamate and [3H]-GABA from synaptosomes pre-loaded with these transmitters. Similar results
have also been found for human neocortical synaptoCopyright © 2010 SciRes.

somes (data not shown).
Obviously, electrical stimulations typical for HFS did
not evoke any transmitter release from neocortical synaptosomes. However, another constellation of electrical
parameters, applied for only a tenth of time, clearly evoked
the synaptosomal release of [3H]-GABA or [3H]-glutamate.
This shows 1) that it is possible, as a matter of principle, to
release neurotransmitters from synaptosomes if their
higher chronaxy is translated into a much higher duration
of electrical pulses and 2) that the minimal pulse width and
electrical current together with the typical frequency of
HFS do not directly affect syn- aptosomes, i.e. nerve endings. Thus, HFS may indeed excite axons exclusively; then,
transmitter release occurs not until the axonal depolarization has propagated to the nerve endings. Whether HFS is
selective for a certain neurotransmitter system, e.g. for

Figure 1. Pathophysiology of Parkinson’s disease. This figure
(adapted from [16]) illustrates the structural pathophysiologic
condition of Parkinson’s disease. Degeneration of modulating
dopaminergic neurons (dashed green line) originating from the
substantia nigra pars compacta (SNC) and projecting to the
striatum (caudate nucleus and putamen) mainly entails two
consequences: a reduced activity in formerly excited (through
dopamine D1 receptors) GABAergic interneurons (2; dashed
blue lines) and an intensified activity in formerly inhibited
(through dopamine D2 receptors) GABAergic interneurons (3;
doubled blue line). However, these two obviously oppositional
situations finally conclude in an identical effect of intensified
thalamic inhibition and a thereby increased filter function of
the thalamus. Two different pathways emanating from the
striatum and reaching the thalamus explain that. The direct
pathway (2) straightly leads from the striatum to the thalamus,
either passing the medial globus pallidus (GPmed) or the substantia nigra reticularis (SNR), whereas in the indirect pathway
(3) additionally the lateral globus pallidus (GPlat) and the glutamatergic (doubled red arrows) subthalamic nucleus (STN)
are connected in series.
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may illustrate the dimension of the proposed hypothesis
and possible consequences and needs in future research
in this matter.

3. HFS APPLIED IN PARKINSON`S
THERAPY PROPOSED HYPOTHESIS:
HFS IN REGIONS WITH GABAERGIC
AXONS SELECTIVELY RELEASES
GABA

Figure 2. [3H]-GABA release in % of synaptosomal [3H]content in rat neocortex. Values in the columns represent the
number of observations. Stimulation values are given as means
with 95% confidence intervals (CI95). The significance of the
difference is indicated by asterisks: *** p < 0.001.

Figure 3. [3H]-glutamate release in % of synaptosomal [3H]content in rat neocortex. Values in the columns represent the
number of observation. Stimulation values are given as means
with 95% confidence intervals (CI95). The significance of the
difference is indicated by asterisks: *** p < 0.001.

GABAergic axons only, cannot be answered with these
experiments on synapto- somes.
What considerations on the basis of a selective GABA
release as HFS mechanism of action are necessary for
the different target regions? Is this unique HFS mechanism of action indeed appropriate to explain consistently
and most simply why HFS acts beneficially in so many,
pathophysiologically different, syndromes? Are there
counterexamples where HFS worsens a clinical condition which would also be worsened by a selective release
of GABA? The discussion of all clinical syndromes,
which can be successfully treated with HFS without any
doubt, in the light of the proposed mechanism of action,
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

DBS of the STN using HFS parameters improves the
cardinal symptoms of Parkinson´s disease, tremor, rigidity, and bradykinesia [2]. The alleviation of the hypokinetic symptoms, caused by a so-called increased thalamic filter function with decreased output to the neocortex, can be explained comprehensively as follows.
According to Figure 1 the STN contains glutamatergic
neurons projecting to both GPmed and SNR, and further
GABAergic axon terminals originating from the GPlat. A
selective GABA release upon HFS from these fibers
impinging on glutamatergic neurons may explain the
beneficial outcome in hypokinetic patients. The released
GABA activates GABAA receptors on glutamatergic
STN neurons, resulting in a renormalization of the beforehand—because of a deficient GABAergic inhibition—disinhibited glutamatergic neurotransmission from
STN to GPmed and SNR (doubled red arrows). The assumption of a non-selective neuronal excitation by HFS,
i.e. of GABAergic and glutamatergic fibers, would also
bring about an increased release of glutamate in the
basal ganglia output nuclei. However, this makes no
sense, as an increased glutamatergic transmission in
GPmed and SNR would finally increase the thalamic suppression and therefore worsen hypokinetic symptoms.
The recently published findings of Mantovani et al.
[17] show that HFS of human neocortical slices selectively induces the release of GABA, involving facilitatory GABAA autoreceptors may serve as an in vitro
backup for the proposed hypothesis of the mechanism of
action of DBS-HFS. Note in this context that Mantovani
et al. excluded a release of glutamate. Although the existence of a glutamate outflow due to HFS of the ventrolateral thalamus has been published lately [18], does this
not deductively signify an annulment of the proposed
GABA-selective action of HFS, as the reported elevation
of extracellular glutamate was not shown to reflect release from glutamatergic neurons.
Therapeutically, the most effective site for STN-HFS
is located just dorsal/dorsomedial to the STN in the area
of the pallidofugal fibers [19]. This location may contain
GABAergic fibers from the GPlat to the STN (which
should be activated by STN-HFS to induce the release of
GABA within the STN).
JBiSE
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It is possible to reduce the levodopa dosage of parkinsonian patients treated with STN-HFS by more than
50% and to accomplish an alleviation of levodopa-induced hyperkinesias with this reduction [20]. Without
lowering the administered levodopa dose, STN-HFS
even worsens the dyskinesias [20-22], which can be ascribed to a decreased filter function of the thalamus, as
both levodopa and STN-HFS may diminish the eventual
GABAergic neurotransmission to the thalamus. Levodopa
should renormalize the patho-physiological condition in
the striatum (see Figure 1; dashed green pathways).
Concomitantly, and in accordance with our hypothesis,
STN-HFS may throttle the glutamatergic output of the
STN. Ultimately, an additionally reduced activation of
the output nuclei, GPmed and SNR, results.

3.1. LFS Treatment of Postural Imbalance and
Gait Disturbance
Postural instability and gait disturbance are two very
handicapping symptoms in Parkinson’s disease, but can
be markedly ameliorated by applying LFS to the pedunculopontine nucleus (PPN) [23,24]. In contrast to this,
DBS of the cholinergic and glutamatergic PPN with a
frequency of 100 Hz (approaching HFS) induced Parkinson-like akinesia and postural imbalance in non-human
primates [25]. The described impairment may be attributed to a GABAergic inhibition of excitatory PPN neurons. This assumption is reinforced by the fact that in a
monkey model of Parkinson’s disease PPN lesioning
also induced akinesia and postural instability [24]. This
lesioning presumably means a withdrawal of PPN projection fibers; this would correspond with a HFS-induced local GABAergic inhibition of cholinergic and
glutamatergic PPN neurons. Further, both local application of bicucullin—a GABAA receptor antagonist—into
the PPN and stimulation of the PPN with low frequency
(~20 Hz) annihilated the previous HFS-induced symptoms [24]. Summing up, the effects of HFS and LFS
seem to be antithetic. LFS may coincide with the expected effects of electrical stimulation of brain structures, i.e. in case of the PPN an augmentation of excitatory neuron activity, whereas HFS would abolish these
effects, most likely through selective GABA release and
activation of GABAA receptors on cholinergic and glutamatergic PPN neurons. Altoghether, this is an example
for an in vivo correlation between HFS and GABAA receptor agonism (see [17] for an in vitro correlate). Note
that PPN-LFS primarily leads to a melioration of the
parkinsonian symptoms gait disturbance and postural
instability, but rarely of other typical parkinsonian symptoms like rigidity or bradykinesia [23,26]. The last-mentioned authors recommended a combination of bilateral
STN-HFS and PPN-LFS in appropriate Parkinson patients.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

3.2. Diversity of Effects of HFS in the GPmed
The GABAergic GPmed projection neurons send their
axons to the ventral tier thalamic nuclei and to the PPN;
some of these GPmed “motor” neurons additionally project to the CM/Pf thalamic complex [27]. The axons of
other GPmed neurons, termed “limbic” neurons by Parent
and Parent (2002), arborize principally within the lateral
habenular nucleus (LHb) with some collaterals to the
anterior thalamic nuclei. Afferents to the GPmed include
the GABAergic direct striato-pallidal monosynaptic pathway and the glutamatergic subthalamo-pallidal part of
the indirect polysynaptic pathway. In addition, a majority of GABAergic GPlat efferents have been shown to
project through the GPmed en route to the STN [27,28].
According to the literature, HFS of various GPmed targets may induce different and even contrary clinical effects. Unintentional co-stimulation of GPlat areas may
play a role here.
GPmed-HFS is reported to alleviate hypokinesias as
well as hyperkinesias [29,30]. GPmed-HFS improves abnormal involuntary movements, though without the possibility to reduce the dosage of levodopa essentially, in
contrast to the case of STN-HFS [31]. When the GPlat is
stimulated instead of the GPmed, HFS usually does not
improve abnormal involuntary movements [32]. When,
however, GPlat-HFS affects axons of striatal neurons of
the indirect pathway to the GPlat, HFS may increase a
too low GABAergic impulse flow in the hyperkinetic
state to improve hyperkinesias (see below). Bejjani et al.
[33] and Krack et al. [34] reported that GPmed-HFS
within the most ventral contacts, lying at the ventral
margin of, or just below, the GPmed, led to a pronounced
improvement in rigidity and a complete arrest of
levodopa-induced abnormal involuntary movements.
The anti-akinetic effect of levodopa, however, was
blocked and the patients became severely akinetic.
Stimulation of the most dorsal contacts, lying at the
dorsal border of the GPmed or inside the GPlat, usually led
to moderate improvement of off-drug akinesia and induced dyskinesias in some patients. Tronnier et al. [35]
reported a reduction of dyskinesias, but a worsening of
hypokinetic parkinsonian symptoms upon GPmed-HFS, in
contrast to other studies (see [29]). Thus, multiple sites,
possibly not confined to the GPmed, but involving also
the GPlat, seem to be responsible for partly contrasting
clinical effects [33].
Obviously, the GPmed does not represent a uniform
HFS object. Two GPmed-HFS target regions have been
distinguished by Bejjani et al. [33] and by Krack et al.
[34]. There may be even more HFS targets within, and in
the close vicinity of, the GPmed:
1) HFS may affect thalamopetal axons of GPmed neuJBiSE
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rons and thereby improve a hyperkinetic syndrome.
2) Alternatively, HFS can reach the pallidopetal fibers
of striatal neurons of the direct pathway to increase their
too low GABAergic impulse flow in the hypokinetic
state; in this case, it alleviates hypokinesia.
3) At a still other site within the GPmed, HFS may
stimulate the en route fibers from GPlat to STN running
within the GPmed. Then, GPmed-HFS mirrors STN-HFS
and also improves hypokinesia.
4) Further, GPmed-HFS may (also) affect nearby pallidopetal fibers of striatal neurons of the indirect pathway
to the GPlat. In this last case, HFS increases the too low
GABAergic impulse flow in the hyperkinetic state and
improves hyperkinesia.
The pathophysiological assumptions behind (A)—(D)
are the following:
a) HFS of thalamopetal axons
Abnormal involuntary movements, i.e. hyperkinesias,
of the original hypokinetic Parkinson syndrome correspond with a reduced filter function of the thalamus, i.e.
an insufficient GABAergic inhibition of thalamic neurons. Accordingly, a reduced neuronal activity in GPmed
during levodopa-induced dyskinesia has been shown in
parkinsonian monkeys [36]. Thus, GPmed-HFS diminishes the abnormal involuntary movements in advanced
Parkinson’s disease if the HFS-mediated selective
GABA release is paralleled by a less diminished, i.e.
normalized, GABAergic projection to the thalamus.
It was shown in human neocortex slices that HFS induces action potentials in GABAergic fibers and subsequent terminal release of GABA with subsequent activation of facilitatory GABAA autoreceptors. GABAA receptor blockade, changing the plasmalemmal chloride
gradient of GABAA receptor channels and tetrodotoxin
(which abolishes action potentials) antagonized this
HFS-evoked GABA release [17,37]. Thus, orthodromic
action potentials may be induced in thalamopetal
GABAergic axons by HFS within the GPmed with subsequent release of GABA from their thalamic terminals;
even more GABA release is due to activation by released
GABA of facilitatory GABAA autoreceptors on these
terminals. In addition, one can suppose antidromic action potentials due to HFS. These antidromic action potentials excite the soma of the GPmed neuron or travel
backwards to reach recurrent axon collaterals with subsequent release of GABA in the somatodendritic region
of the GABAergic cell. GABA may increase the firing
rate of the GABAergic neuron through facilitatory
somatodendritic GABAA autoreceptors. These GABAA
autoreceptors have been demonstrated in human neocortical slices [17]. Whether these somatodendritic autoreceptors are facilitatory, like those on GABAergic terminals, or inhibitory, as usual for GABAA receptors, de-
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pends on the local somatodendritic chloride gradient.
Using the pharmacological tool furosemide to change
the plasmalemmal chloride gradient, Mantovani et al.
[17] did not differentiate between the involvement of
somatodendritic and/or terminal autoreceptors in the
mode of action of HFS. In any case, the overall effect of
altering the chloride gradient was a decrease of HFSinduced GABA release. The terminal GABAA autoreceptors were clearly facilitatory (as shown on isolated
nerve endings, see [17]); it may well be that the facilitatory terminal autoreceptors have overridden inhibitory
somatodendritic autoreceptors of minor importance for
the overall HFS-induced GABA release. Possibly, also
both terminal and somatodendritic GABAA autoreceptors are facilitatory and cooperate to realize the HFSinduced GABA release. Regardless of the somatodendritic autoreceptor being inhibitory or excitatory, the
facilitatory feature of the terminal GABAA autoreceptors
enabled HFS to induce an increased release of GABA. In
the case of GPmed-HFS the increase in GABA release
from terminals in the thalamus may either be the positive
net effect of facilitatory terminal and inhibitory somatodendritic GABAA autoreceptors or the sum of the effects
of facilitatory terminal and facilitatory somatodendritic
receptors. Boraud et al. [38] found that GPmed-HFS reduced the firing frequency of GPmed neurons in the
N-methyl-4-phenyl-1, 2, 3, 6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP)treated parkinsonian monkey; this would correspond to
the combination of facilitatory terminal and inhibitory
somatodendritic GABAA autoreceptors.
b) HFS of pallidopetal fibers
HFS in the dorsal GPmed and/or inside the GPlat may
activate the GABAergic fibers from striatum through
GPlat to GPmed of the direct pathway (see Figure 1;
dashed blue projection from the striatum to the GPmed).
Then, the striato-pallidal GABAergic transmission of the
direct pathway is strengthened, GABAA receptors on
GPmed projection neurons are activated, i.e. the pallido-thalamic neurotransmission is diminished, the filter
function of the thalamus decreases, and hypokinesia improves. In the end, activating these striato-pallidal fibers
of the direct pathway should correspond to STN-HFS.
c) HFS of en route fibers from GPlat to STN
GPmed- or GPlat-HFS matches STN-HFS when axons
from GPlat neurons with terminals in the STN are stimulated (see Figure 1; dashed blue projection within the
GPlat to the STN). Then, GABAergic axon terminals
within the STN will release more GABA, the glutamatergic subthalamo-pallidal and -nigral neurotransmissions decrease, the firing rate of the basal ganglia output
nuclei is less activated, and hypokinetic parkinsonian
symptoms improve as the filter function of the thalamus
decreases.
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d) HFS of pallidopetal fibers of striatal neurons of the
indirect pathway
GPlat-HFS may, either intentionally or not in the
course of GPmed-HFS, target the GABAergic striatopallidal fibers of the indirect pathway (see Figure 1;
doubled blue projection (3) from striatum to GPlat).
In the hypokinetic parkinsonian condition these overactive striato-pallidal fibers strongly decelerate the pallido-subthalamic neurons. Then, the axons of these striato-pallidal neurons either may react to HFS with even
more increased GABA release from their terminals or
the increased GABA release is already maximal without
a further deceleration of the pallido-subthalamic neurons.
Again, also antidromic action potentials due to HFS
must be supposed; they excite the soma of the striatal
GABAergic neuron or reach recurrent axon collaterals
which subsequently release GABA in the somatodendritic region in the striatum.
In hyperkinesia, the inhibition by the GABAergic
output nuclei GPmed and SNR of the thalamus is mediated through the too strong dopamine D1 receptor-driven
GABAergic transmission in the monosynaptic direct
striato-pallidal and striato-nigral pathway. The resulting
reduction of the filter function of the thalamus is intensified by the D2 receptor-initiated decrease in the activity
of the polysynaptic indirect pathway to the output nuclei
with an increased GABA release in the STN and, subsequently, a reduced subthalamic drive of GPmed and SNR.
The proposed hypothesis predicts an increased release
of GABA upon HFS: Indeed, GPmed-HFS enhanced the
concentration of GABA in the ventricular cerebrospinal
fluid during stimulation. In addition, the GABA level
correlated with the degree of HFS-induced clinical effects against tremor, rigidity, and drug-induced dyskinesia [39].

3.3. HFS in the Treatment of Parkinsonian
Tremor
Parkinsonian tremor can be treated by HFS in the ventral
intermediate thalamic nucleus (VIM, see 4.) and by
STN-HFS. An even better anti-tremor efficacy in Parkinson patients seems to result from HFS in the centrum
medianum and parafascicularis thalamic nucleus (CM/Pf)
[40]. The thalamic neurons of the CM/Pf are retarded by
both GABAergic afferents from the GPmed and axon collaterals of GABAergic interneurons and activated by
glutamatergic afferents, e.g. from the cerebellum. According to these circumstances, a selective GABA release due to HFS in the CM/PF either inhibits a tremortransmitting cerebellar projection and/or local glutamatergic tremor cells.
Dyskinesias can also be improved using CM/Pf-HFS,
as shown by Krauss et al. [41], reminding of earlier
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

antidyskinetic outcomes of medial thalamotomies [42].
Also in this case, a local inhibition of glutamatergic
neurons due to a selective GABA release may explain
the HFS mode of action.

4. HFS IN THE TREATMENT OF
ESSENTIAL TREMOR
Excitatory afferences from the deep cerebellar nuclei
project to the VIM, which is their thalamic relay. Parkinsonian tremor [1] as well as essential tremor [43] is
improved due to the application of HFS to the VIM. Essential tremor can also be improved by local injection of
the GABAA receptor agonist muscimol into the VIM, as
shown by Pahapill et al. [43]. VIM-HFS as well as the
application of muscimol results in improvement of
tremor; this leads us to presume that the selective GABA
release is the most likely HFS mode of action also in this
target area. In the VIM, a selective GABA release from
axon terminals of thalamic reticular neurons and VIM
interneurons inhibits the thalamic relay cells which are
driven by cerebellar afferents (for anatomical connections see [44]). Consequently, released GABA seems to
activate inhibitory GABAA receptors on glutamatergic
cerebellar afferents and on glutamatergic thalamic relay
neurons.

5. HFS IN THE TREATMENT OF
DYSTONIA AND HUNTINGTON’S
DISEASE
A similar reasoning as for the therapy of hyperkinesias
in Parkinson’s disease, i.e. a strengthening of the
GABAergic pallido-thalamic projection, explains hypothetically the efficacy of GPmed-HFS on other hyperkinesias, e.g. on dystonia and Huntington´s disease. One, or
even the most important, pathophysiological basis of
these hyperkinesias is also a reduced filter function of
the thalamus, to be reversed therapeutically. Besides
using HFS to treat chorea of a Huntington patient, Moro
et al. [45] also applied 40 Hz. 130 Hz improved choreatic symptoms more than 40 Hz; the concomitant bradykinesia, however, was rarely affected. The bradykinesia ameliorated with 40 Hz, admittedly at the expense of
the chorea reduction. A corresponding clinical difference
between HFS and 40 Hz-stimulation was also observed
by Fasano et al. [46]. Thus, 40 Hz induce other, possibly
opposed, effects as the HFS-typical 130 Hz.

6. HFS IN DEPRESSION
6.1. HFS in the Treatment of Major Depression
In depression the subgenual gyrus cinguli (Brodman area
25) is metabolically overactive. This overactive metabolism is being decreased due to antidepressant medication
[47]. HFS of the white matter of the subgenual gyrus
JBiSE
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cinguli was applied to reduce this elevated activity and
successfully improved treatment-resistant major depression. Therefore white matter of the subgenual gyrus
cinguli-HFS may lead to an increased release of GABA
from axon terminals in the Brodman area 25. GABA
then activates inhibitory GABAA receptors on overactive
postsynaptic neurons which calms these neurons.

6.2. Suicidality as Side-effect of STN-HFS
A depression-like behaviour is aggravated in the forced
swim test due to STN-HFS; the forced swim test is a
widely used and validated rodent model of depression.
On the level of neuronal activities, the firing rate of
5-HT neurons in the dorsal raphe nucleus (NDR) of rats
is inhibited following STN-HFS [48]. Muscimol, being
infused into the STN, imitated the effects of STN-HFS
on the firing rate of 5-HT- neurons. Voon et al. [49] have
recently confirmed that suicide is one of the most important risks for mortality following STN-HFS in advanced Parkinson’s disease. This serious adverse effect’s
pathophysiology may allow us to draw conclusions
about the mode of action of HFS.
Anatomically, the following connections between
STN and the 5-HT neurons of the NDR exist (see
[50,51]; : excitation, ┤: inhibition, ncl. habenulae lateralis: LHb, GABA interneurons of NDR: NDRGABA,
5-HT neurons of NRD: NDR5-HT):
The physiological condition is reflected by the following chain of neuronal impacts:
STN  GPmed ┤ LHb  NDRGABA ┤ NDR5-HT.
The condition in patients suffering from Parkinson’s
disease, however is different. In the hypokinetic state the
STN is disinhibited, which changes the above-mentioned
chain.
( means increased, () decreased, excitation; ╢
means increased, (┤) decreased, inhibition):
STN  GPmed ╢ LHb () NDRGABA (┤) NDR5-HT.
A reduced inhibition of NDR 5-HT neurons is the result of the disinhibited STN.
The condition after STN-HFS, however, may vary as
follows:
STN-HFS () GPmed (┤) LHb  NDRGABA ╢ NRD5-HT.
Obviously, STN-HFS increases the inhibition of 5-HT
neurons of the NDR which results in a lowering of the
serotonergic neurotransmission to cortical areas. Deficiencies in the monoamine neurotransmission is the current hypothesis underlying major depression. Consequently, this decrease may explain the increased suicidality of Parkinson patients after STN-HFS.
Not only 5-HT neurons in the NDR, but also noradrenergic neurons in the locus coeruleus (LC), which
project to the cortical areas, are influenced by STN-HFS.
Pathophysiological condition in the hypokinetic ParkCopyright © 2010 SciRes.
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inson syndrome:
STN  GPmed ╢ LHb () LCGABA (┤) LCNA.
Condition in Parkinson patients after STN-HFS:
STN-HFS () GPmed (┤) LHb  LCGABA ╢ LCNA.
An increased inhibition due to a lowered noradrenergic neurotransmission also promotes the occurrence of
depression [52].
Note that the coincidence of a decrease of the serotonergic as well as the noradrenergic neurotransmission
may lead to a substantially increased risk of the occurrence of depression.
GPmed-HFS is also used in the treatment of Parkinson’s disease. Does suicidality also occur in GPmed-HFS
as an adverse effect? Rodriguez-Oroz et al. [53] have
compared the clinical occurence of depression in Parkinson patients treated with these two different HFS
methods, i.e. STN-HFS and GPmed-HFS. A lower rate of
depressions after GPmed-HFS compared to STN-HFS
was found. This could be the result of a decreased inhibition of NDR5-HT after GPmed-HFS which ends in an
undiminished serotonergic neurotransmission to cortical
areas. Therefore, depression is not likely to occur after
GPmed-HFS.
Condition of Parkinson patients after GPmed-HFS:
GPmed-HFS
╢ LHb () NDRGABA (┤) NRD5-HT.

7. HFS IN THE GILLES DE LA
TOURETTE SYNDROME
According to Servello et al. [54] it is possible to successfully treat patients suffering from Tourette syndrome
by applying HFS to the centrum medianum/ parafascicular nucleus (CM/Pf) of the thalamus and to the ventral oral anterior thalamic nucleus (Voa). Although the
pathophysiological knowledge about the exact network
of neurotransmitters acting in the Gilles de la Tourette
syndrome is limited, one may assume a GABAergic inhibition of glutamatergic (CM/Pf and Voa) and cholinergic (CM/Pf) neurons through GABAA receptors. The
GABAergic afferents in this case come from the GPmed.
While applying HFS to the CM/Pf and Voa, a terminal
release of GABA is induced in afferent fibers to these
nuclei and, by this, neurons in the HFS target structures
are inhibited. Thus, the above stated assumption leads to
the proposal that CM/Pf- and Voa-efferents, projecting to
both striatum and neocortex, there may trigger the Gilles
de la Tourette syndrome.

8. HFS IN OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE
DISORDER
Corresponding to a recent publication by Greenberg et al.
[55] DBS of the ventral internal capsule (VC) and the
ventral striatum (VS) with HFS parameters meliorates
the symptoms of patients with Obsessive Compulsive
Disorder. Also here the particular pathophysiology is
JBiSE
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unclear, but, in compliance with our hypothesis of the
mode of functioning of HFS, GABA release in the VS as
well as from VC fiber endings would take place. Now,
on the one hand, axon collaterals from GABAergic inter
or projection neurons of the VS could be excited by HFS
and, on the other hand, postsynaptic neurons in target
areas of VC fibers could be influenced in an inhibitory
manner by the released GABA.

9. HFS IN EPILEPSIES
Various human epilepsies have also been experimentally
treated with DBS and by subdural neocortical stimulation (target regions: hippocampus, cerebellum, thalamus,
STN, neocortex; see [56]). Comparing the efficacies, a
higher rate of electrical stimulation approaches in animal
models of epilepsies than of the corresponding clinical
applications have displayed anticonvulsant properties
(e.g. STN-HFS against absence-like seizures, cortex
piriformis-LFS in kindled animals, hippocampus-HFS
and -LFS). Taken together, electrical stimulation methods in the treatment of epilepsies seem to be more remote from a common clinical application than the other
clinical syndromes mentioned above. Mechanistically,
however, just epilepsies could offer interesting aspects
for the implementation of HFS inducing selective GABA
release, as regards the pathophysiological role of the
opponents GABA and glutamate in these disorders.

10. WHAT IS THE OVERALL IMPACT OF
THE HYPOTHESIS OF A SELECTIVE
GABA RELEASE BY HFS?
Various treatment locations and options for HFS against
different neurological and psychiatric syndromes are
discussed above; there are detailed pathophysiological
conceptions for most of these syndromes and, additionally for the suicidality following STN-HFS [49]. The
hypothesis of a selective GABA release due to HFS is in
line with these conceptions (see underlined pathophysiological basis in the following) by explaining the efficacies and side effects of HFS according to the stimulated
regions. (A) Augmented filter function of the thalamus
(see 3.): GABA, released in the STN from axon terminals of neurons from the GPlat, reduces the disinhibition
of the glutamatergic neurotransmission from STN to
GPmed and to SNR and thus (re-) normalizes their thalamopetal projections. (B) Reduced filter function of the
thalamus (see 3.2, 5.): GPmed-HFS increases the GABAergic transmission of projection neurons to the thalamus.
(C) In contrast to STN-HFS, GPmed-HFS is not depressiogenic, according to the pathophysiological conception
of the transmission from GPmed to LHb to both NDR and
LC. (D) In opposition to PPN-LFS (3.1), PPN-HFS impairs gait disturbance and postural instability of the ParkCopyright © 2010 SciRes.

inson syndrome, as HFS induces a GABAergic inhibition of excitatory PPN neurons. (E) CM/Pf-HFS and
VIM-HFS are effective against tremor and dyskinesias
(3.3, 4.) by a GABAergic inhibition of glutamatergic
thalamic neurons. (F) HFS in the subgenual gyrus cinguli inhibits through GABAergic axon terminals overactive neurons of the Brodmann area 25 in depression.
The error probability of a correct explanation of the
overall mechanism of action of HFS (selective GABA
release) with regard to its clinical effects may be assessed as follows: Together, six independent arguments
have been listed (A-F). If this independence of the six
arguments is accepted, then a single probability of only
39.5% has to be assumed: The validity of the hypothesis
“a selective GABA release explains argument (A) or (B)
or … or (F)” corresponds to a significant collective explanation for the mode of action of HFS. The error
probability for this collective explanation is in that case
p = 0.049 = (1 – 0.395)6. Thus, we can state that a selective GABA release significantly explains the mode of
action of HFS. The proposed hypothesis corresponds to
an optimal simplicity in explaining the observed clinical
effects since the collective explanation is in any case
simpler than another one which assumes different modes
of actions of HFS in different target regions.
We should add that the individual evidence of the selective GABA release following HFS in the various conditions should be separately demonstrated in spite of the
present consideration of a collective explanation.
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